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Abstract—The paper is in two parts and in Part (1) attempts to
formalise the loose concept of “System of Systems” (SoS)
within the context of Systems Theory whilst in Part (2)
explores and develops a conceptual framework for emergence
that is suitable for further development. We view the notion of
SoS as an evolution of the standard notion of systems and
provide an abstract and generic definition that is detached
from the particular domain. To achieve this we deal first with
the abstraction of the fundamental components of the system,
describe the different aspects of the structure of a composite
system and then embark on the task to explain the difference
of the new notion, to the standard notion of Composite
Systems. We present a new abstract definition of the notion of
System of Systems as an evolution of the notion of Composite
Systems, empowered by the concept of autonomy and
participation in tasks referred to as plays which are usually
linked to games. The notion of the play is introduced as an
extension of the notion of the system and involves the notion of
autonomous agents in place of objects and the notion of
scenario in place of interconnection topology. This new
definition characterises SoS as a development of the Composite
System notion where now the subsystems act as autonomous
intelligent agents in a multi-agent system play based on a
scenario that possibly involves a game. The notion of
emergence is considered within both the framework of
Composite and SoS and it is linked to the problem of defining
functions on a given system and evaluating their values. The
emergence is thus presented as the defining signature of a
system including System of Systems.
Keywords-component; Emergence,
Composite Systems, System of Systems;

I.

Complex

Systems,

INTRODUCTION

In the last ten years a lot of interest has been given to the
concept of “System of Systems” (SoS) which has emerged in
many fields of applications. This new concept describes the
integration of many independent, autonomous systems,
frequently of large dimensions, which are brought together in
order to satisfy a global goal and under certain rules of
engagement. The fields of applications range from air traffic
control to constellations of satellites, integrated operations of
industrial systems in an extended enterprise to future combat
systems. These complex multi-systems are very
interdependent but exhibit features well beyond the standard
notion of system composition. They represent a synthesis of

systems which themselves have a degree of autonomy, but
this composition is subject to a central task and related rules.
The subjection of subsystems to a central task introduces
special features and these often introduce new challenging
problems, which are different than those presented by the
design of a single complex system of the engineering
domain.
The term SoS has been linked to problems of complex
nature, but so far it has been used in a very loose way, by
different communities with no special effort to give it a
precise definition and link it to the rigorous methodologies
concepts and tools of the Mathematical System Theory.
Establishing the links with the traditional approaches is
essential, if we are to transfer and appropriately develop
powerful and established analytical tools to a field that is
unstructured and where very little progress has been made as
far as development of a generic and unifying methodology.
The main objectives of this paper are to make an attempt to
place the loose concept of “System of Systems” within the
standard framework of Systems Theory that is suitable for
some
further
formal
development
(mathematical
formulation) subsequently, as well as provide a
characterisation of the notion of emergence that allows the
definition of appropriate metrics. To achieve this, we need to
demonstrate the links and highlight the differences with the
well established concepts, developed for the traditional
engineering paradigms and analyze the context of the
emerging paradigms. The overall objective of the paper is to
provide generic definitions and an appropriate conceptual
framework; this should be linked to notions of abstract
system theory and thus may provide the means for the
development of a unifying methodology that combines both
qualitative and quantitative aspects. To achieve the main
objectives we first examine the system notion from an
abstract viewpoint and examine all special features which
enable them to enter some composition with other systems,
as well as participate in the formation of global compositions
which are dominated by general rules and tasks and are not
subject to the standard interconnection topology notion. A
key new notion that is introduced is the notion of a system
play which is introduced as an extension of the standard
notion of a system, where the role of “objects” is taken by
the notion of the autonomous agent (which may be
characterised by some form of intelligence) and the role of

“interconnection topology” by the notion of scenario. We
thus define the notion of System of Systems, as a new form
of systems, which is an evolution of the standard notion and
it is characterised by a systems play of autonomous agents
acting within a scenario that may involve a game. The
notion of the system play is the defining new feature that
gives to SoS the property of being a “super system”.
II.

THE NOTION OF A SYSTEM

The development of a systems framework for general
systems is not a new activity [1, 2, 30]. However, such
developments have been influenced predominantly by the
standard engineering paradigm and as a result they failed to
cope with new paradigms such as those of the business
processes, data systems, biological systems, and emerging
complex systems paradigms. Our task here is to reconsider
existing concepts and notions from the general Systems area
[2], detach them from the influences of specific paradigms,
generalise them appropriately to make them relevant for the
new challenges and then use them to define the notion of
“System of Systems”. We follow a conceptual systems
approach that may lead to formal notions as described in [4].
Our work here uses the existing methodologies, but aims at
redefining notions, concepts and introduce new ones
reflecting the needs of the new paradigms. In this paper, the
emphasis is on introducing a conceptual framework, rather
than developing a formal mathematical set up that supports
it.
Dealing with systems coming from many and diverse
disciplines requires defining the abstract notion of the system
in a way such that: (i) It encompasses the basic features of all
classes of paradigms known at the moment. (ii) It has the
potential to specialise and being capable to cover the special
features of certain interesting classes. (iii) It provides the
potential to build up concepts and properties in a progressive
way from the general to the particular. This section is an
attempt to establish such a general conceptual framework
and we follow the formalism introduced in [4].
Definition (2.1): A system is an interconnection,
organisation of objects which are embedded in a given
environment.
Definition (2.2): An object is a general unit (abstract, or
physical) defined in terms of its attributes and the possible
relations between them.
Definition (2.3): For a given object, we define its
environment as the set of objects, signals, events, structures,
which are considered topologically external to the object,
and are linked to the object in terms of a structure, relations
between their attributes.
Definition (2.4): The set of objects in a system are related
between themselves and to the system environment in a
specific way and these relationships are referred to as
interconnection topology. The part of topology expressing
the internal linking between the objects of the system defines
the internal interconnection structure, whereas that part
expressing the links of the objects to the system’s
environment will be called external interconnection
topology.

III.

BACKGROUND TO THE NOTION OF SYSTEM OF
SYSTEMS

An aggregate of systems leads to the creation of new
forms of systems which may be either described within the
framework of composite systems, or demonstrate additional
features which add complexity to the description and may be
referred to as system of systems. The term system of systems
(SoS) has been used in the literature in different ways and a
good treatment of the topic is given in [10], [11]. Most
definitions ([10], [13], [14], [15], [16]) describe features or
properties of complex systems linked to specific examples.
The class of systems exhibiting behaviour of Systems of
Systems typically exhibit aspects of the behaviour met in
complex systems; however, not all complex problems fall in
the realm of systems of systems. Problem areas characterized
as System of systems exhibit features such as [16]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operational Independence of Elements
Managerial Independence of Elements
Evolutionary Development
Emergent Behaviour
Geographical Distribution of Elements
Inter-disciplinary Study
Heterogeneity of Systems
Networks of Systems

The definitions that have been given so far, contain
elements of what the abstract notion should have, but they
are more linked to specific features linked to areas of
applications.
Summary of Definitions:
(i) Systems of systems exist when there is a presence of a
majority of the following five characteristics: operational
and managerial independence, geographic distribution,
emergent behaviour, and evolutionary development [12].
(ii) Systems of systems are large-scale concurrent and
distributed systems that are comprised of complex systems
[12; 13].
(iii) Enterprise Systems of Systems Engineering is focused
on coupling traditional systems engineering activities with
enterprise activities of strategic planning and investment
analysis [13].
(iv) System of Systems Integration is a method to pursue
development, integration, interoperability, and optimisation
of systems to enhance performance in future battlefield
scenarios [14].
(v) In relation to joint war-fighting, system of systems is
concerned with interoperability and synergism of
Command, Control, Computers, Communications, and
Information (C4I) and Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance (ISR) Systems [16].
(vi) System of systems is a collection of task-oriented or
dedicated systems that pool their resources and capabilities
together to obtain a new, more complex, 'meta-system'

which offers more functionality and performance than
simply the sum of the constituent systems [17].
A literature survey and discussions on these definitions are
given in [11, 13]. A more generic definition that captures
the key features and which is a good basis for further
development is given below [11]:
Definition (4.1): (i) Systems of systems are large-scale
integrated systems which are heterogeneous and
independently operable on their own, but are networked
together for a common goal. The goal, as mentioned before,
may be cost, performance, robustness, etc.
(ii) A System of Systems is a “super system” comprised of
other elements which themselves are independent complex
operational systems and interact among themselves to
achieve a common goal. Each element of a SoS achieves
well-substantiated goals even if they are detached from the
rest of the SoS.
Developing a generic definition for SoS that transcends
specific domains of applications is essential for the
development of systems engineering framework [21] which
is needed to improve decision support for system of systems
problems. The above definitions are mostly descriptive, but
they capture crucial features of what a generic definition
should involve; however, they do not answer the question,
why is this new notion different than that of composite
systems. The distinctive feature of our approach is that we
treat the notion of System of Systems (SoS) as an evolution
of the standard notion in engineering of Composite Systems
(CoS) [19]. Developing the transition from CoS to SoS we
need to identify the commonalities and differences between
the two notions. We note:
(a) Both CoS and SoS are compositions of simpler
objects, or systems.
(b) Both CoS and SoS are embedded in the
environment of a larger system.
(c) The objects, or sub-systems in CoS do not have
their independent goal, they are not autonomous
and their behaviour is subject to the rules of the
interconnection topology.
(d) The interconnection rule in CoS is expressed as a
graph topology.
(e) The subsystems in SoS may have their own goals
and some of them may be autonomous, semiautonomous, or organised as autonomous
groupings of composite systems.
(f) There may be a connection rule expressed as a
graph topology for the information structures of
the subsystems in a SoS .
(g) The SoS is linked to a play where every subsystem
enters as an agent with their individual Operational
Set, Goals.

The definitions available in the literature capture the
central features, but they do not explain the fundamental
difference that gives to SoS its distinctive character that also
demonstrates the needs for fundamental developments. The
essential new building blocks required for the formal
definition of SoS are considered next.
IV.

THE NOTION OF SYSTEM PLAYS

A new notion of a “systems play” emerges as a crucial
element required for explaining the “super system” nature of
the System of Systems concept. The notion of the systems
play is defined below and provides an extension of the
traditional concept of the system.
Definition (4.1): We define as a systems play,  , as a
collection of independent agents which interact under a given
scenario  that is initiated by events and executed within a
given environment.
The above definition involves a number of fundamental
notions which are involved in this new construction and are
defined below:
Definition (4.2): The systems play notion involves a
number of key basic concepts defined below:
• Independent agents, or Actors: These are
independent integrated systems that have their own
goals and capabilities to react to changes in their
environment.
• Cast: This refers to the set of independent agents,
actors, participating in a systems play.
• Scenarios: These are sets of rules defining the
operation and interactions between independent
agents acting within a set of constraints.
• Initiation Events: These are events that stimulate the
execution of a play.
• Internal Stimulating Events: These are initiation
events generated by the agents in response to their
realisation of their state in the running of the play.
• Acting: This is the execution of a play under the
stimuli of initiating events.
• Scene Sequence: Observation of acting by an
external to the play observer.
• Director: This is an external to the play agent that
may set objectives and generate initiation events and
define games.
The notion of a systems play is a generalisation of the
standard notion of the system. We may observe the
following correspondence between the key notions of the
traditional and the new set up:

System 
Object
Interconnection Topology
Environment
Inputs, Disturbances
Trajectory
Outputs
Supervisor

↔
↔
↔
↔
↔
↔
↔
↔

System Play 
independent agent/actor
Scenario 
Environment
Stimulating Events
Acting
Scene Sequences
Director

The notion of “scenario” C is a crucial new element in
the systems play notion that defines the rules of engagement,
operation amongst agents. Scenarios may be classified as: (i)
rigid scenarios, when the rules defining the action of agents
produce a unique outcome for any initiating event; (ii)
flexible scenarios, when the operating rules do not provide a
unique outcome and it is the agents who finally decide the
outcome based on local criteria and knowledge of the
constraints and environment. The existence of flexible
scenarios allows the agents to use their intelligence which
may be expressed as capability to react to the realisation of
their relative position in the play; given their inherent
“intelligence” agents may react by generating initiating
events and also participate in games within the play. Within
a given scenario C, the actors may participate in games
G which are introduced by the director. Introduction of
alternative games is possible within a given scenario and it is
this that gives the scenario more refined alternative forms.
As a result of the initiation events we have a running of
the play, which leads to acting and this is similar to the
stimulation of responses in a conventional system. The
running of the play leads to acting; observation of acting by
an external to the play “observer” (audience external to the
system play) yields a scene sequence and it is this that
expresses a notion equivalent to that of an output in a
conventional system. For a systems play we may define its
state as the aggregate of states of all its agents under the
composition defined by the given scenario. The initial
positions (values of state) of the agents in the cast are also
contributors to acting of the play. System plays may be
driven by external, or internal events which act as stimuli for
the running of the play. Such externally generated events
play the role of both inputs, disturbances in conventional
systems and are generated by the director, or unforeseen to
the play scenario events and they are external to the system.
Furthermore, the agents themselves may generate stimulating
events in response to the realisation of their state in the
acting; we refer to them as internal stimulating events, and
this is a manifestation of their “intelligence” and ability to
react to the perceived state of the play. The latter gives to

plays a fundamental new feature, which is the self generation
of stimulating events and it is this that gives to plays their
self adaptation potential. The introduction of the new
concept of systems play provides the means to define
formally the notion of System of Systems and distinguish it
from the conventional notion of the composite system. We
may define:
Definition (4.3): Consider a set of systems
Σ = {Si i=1,2,…,µ} and let F be an interconnection rule
defined on the information structures of Si systems. The
action of  on Σ, defined as: Sc = Σ *  produces a new
system which will be called a Composite System, or the
composition of Σ under  .
The above definition may now be extended to define
formally the System of Systems notion as follows:
Definition (4.4): Consider a set of integrated systems
Σ = {Si, i=1,2,…,µ}, referred to as a cast,  be a flexible
scenario  defined on the cast Σ and let  = Σ c = Σ*  be
the resulting system play. If  is a game that is defined on
the scenario  , then the action of  on  denoted by S*c =
Σ*  ● is a new system which will be called a System of
Systems, or the ( ,  ) composition of the cast Σ.
Definition (4.5): Consider a set of systems
Σ = {Si, i=1,2,…,ρ; S'j, i=1,2,…,σ}, where the {Si,
i=1,2,…,ρ} subset is integrated and the {S'j, i=1,2,…,σ}
subset is simple. We consider  to be an interconnection
rule defined on the information structures of sub-systems of
Σ and let Sc = Σ*  be the resulting composite system. If
 is a play defined on the cast {Si, i=1,2,…,ρ} with a
scenario  involving a game  defined on the integrated
systems Si then the action of  ,  on Sc is a new system
S"c = Σ*  ● ● which will be called a Weak System of
Systems, or the weak ( ,  ,  ) composition of Σ.
The distinguishing feature of the SoS case is that the
subsystems participate in the composition as intelligent
agents with a relative autonomy and act as players in a game.
The latter property requires that the systems entering the
composition are of the integrated type, having capabilities
for control, estimation modelling and supervisory tasks. The
essence of the new definition is that the System of Systems
emerges as a two layer notion. At the lower level, the
subsystems, actors, appear as a composite system with some

Attributes:

Table (4.1): The definition of Composite System as a UML
Class
Class: Composite Systems (CoS)
• An aggregate of interrelated constituents
which are systems themselves
• Constituent
systems
have
specialised
functions/roles
• Some constituent systems are critical to
functionality and sustainability of the whole
• Constituent systems perform sub-functions of
the whole
• Manifests emergence
• Emergence is lost with the loss of critical
constituents or disaggregation of the whole
• Emergence is weakened when critical
constituents are at fault state
• Constituents lose their synergetic properties
when disaggregated from the system
• Has normal, degraded and failed states of
operation
• In an operational context, there’s an
additional emergency state

Class: System of Systems (SoS)
• An aggregate of interrelated constituents
which are systems or composite systems
themselves
• Constituents are sustainable and independent
functioning systems on their own
• There’s absence or lack of constituent
criticality in the sustainability of the whole
• Constituent systems may have specialised
functions/roles
• Manifests emergence
• Possesses high degree of resilience and
sustainability
• Emergence is sustained with the loss of
constituents
• Emergence is weakened when constituents are
at fault state
• Constituents retain their intrinsic synergetic
properties when disaggregated from the SoS
• Has normal, degraded and failed states of
operation
• In an operational context, there’s an additional
emergency state
Operations:

It is the above properties that allow SoS to develop “selforganisation” capabilities and find the best solution to the
problems defined on them. The nature of the problems is
closely related to the type of scenario and possible game that
is defined. The composite system concept and the system of
systems concepts are captured as a UML Classes as shown in
Tables (4.1) and (4.2).

Table (4.2): The definition of System of Systems as a UML
Class

Attributes:

interconnection topology defined on the subsystems, but in
addition they are now assumed to possess information
processing capabilities, expressed in terms of self-modelling,
diagnostic capabilities and supervisory capabilities which
allows the to set goals, initiate events and take decisions; it is
the latter property that allows these subsystems to act as
agents in a play. Thus, SoS emerges as a multi-agent system
(MAS) composed of multiple interacting intelligent agents
(the subsystems).
This multi-agent systems view allows SoS to act as
vehicle to solve problems which cannot be addressed by the
traditional view of the system. The multi-agent dimension of
SoS has characteristics such as [20]:
• Autonomy: the agents are at least partially
autonomous
• Local views: no agent has a full global view of the
system, or the system is too complex for an agent to
make practical use of such knowledge
• Decentralisation: there is no designated single
controlling agent, but decision and information
gathering is distributed.

The UML definitions provide a basis for characterisation
and differentiation of a composite system from a system of
systems in that, the concept of criticality of constituents and
their specialisation is hugely diminished or absent in a
system of systems thus resulting in a much higher level of
resilience and sustainability. This is a significant difference
between the two types of complex systems and to some
extent, negates the notion that a System of System, is an
evolution of a Composite System.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

Operations:

There are already many challenges in the understanding,
characterisation and assurance of complex systems
especially those involving a large integrated body of
hardware, software, rules and human agents. The SoS
paradigm offers architectural and operational attributes that
present a potent alternative in tackling large scale and global
problems. The new definition of SoS provided by the notion
of systems play and the associated games that may be
defined within it, clearly indicates the direction for research
that may lead to the development of a methodology for a
new form of systems engineering that may be referred to as
System of Systems Engineering. The key challenges in
system of systems science pertain to:

•
•

•

•
•

•

Development of the science fundamentals of the
system plays which are the new crucial ingredients
in the notion of SoS;
The need for a more comprehensive treatment of the
system environment as a supra-system rather than a
vague and often deemed benign backdrop where a
system resides;
Design heuristics, performance forecasting and nondeterministic yet resilient behaviours of SoS is
worthy of further theoretical development and
standardisation;
The rules, constraints, pre-requisites and enablers of
metamorphosis from composite to system of systems
should be investigated and formalised;
The need for the further development of a systems
framework for characterisation, quantification,
evaluation and assessment of complexity and
hierarchy [32];
The threat of global warming, population rise,
ecosystem issues, climate change and economic
downturns can potentially explored with a
formalisation and advancement of the system of
systems paradigm.

The new definition for the SoS is the starting point for
the development of methodology that may lead to systematic
design. Examining the rules of composition of the
subsystems, the nature of scenarios in the corresponding
plays and their coordination as agents in a larger system
defines a challenging new area for research and requires
links across many disciplines. The part 2 of this paper
addresses the concept of Emergence and proposes a
framework for further development of this notion within the
context of System of Systems.
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